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Stephanie Pinnow, MS is the new Project Manager for a CDC funded program: Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health Minority –Serving National Organizations (REACH MNO) at Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan (ITCM, please visit us @ http://www.itcmi.org/). The main goal of the REACH MNO project is to inform American Indian and Alaska Native Tribes, organizations and service providers through true National Network partnerships to disseminate evidence based information and provide capacity building opportunities related to the integration of commercial tobacco abuse and prevention strategies into other chronic disease programs. Before joining ITCM in March of 2011 Stephanie worked with Keweenaw Bay Indian Community in Baraga, Michigan for over three and a half years on various health projects and programs. She earned a Bachelor of Science from Eastern Michigan University in Sociology and a Master of Science degree in Epidemiology from Michigan State University.